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EXPERIENCE THE INNOVATIVE DESIGN OF PELICAN BAY® ONE  
                      Incorporating new technology and style in a remarkably innovative way all while reflecting the natural     

       beauty of your home . . . imagine the possibilities. 

— U L T R A - P R E M I U M  S H A K E  A N D  S C A L L O P  S I D I N G —

THE PERFECT BALANCE  
OF GRACE AND STRENGTH

As part of our never-ending ambition to 

offer innovative products and exterior design 

solutions, Pelican Bay One shakes and 

scallops are produced in a single row for 

enhanced design flexibility. These extended-

length panels achieve long, uninterrupted 

course lines for a markedly superior finished 

look. Performance is also heightened by the 

continuous top and bottom lock technology 

that protects your home from almost 

anything Mother Nature can dish out.

Four authentic cedar reproductions are 
designed by artisans and engineers to 
guarantee that each piece looks handmade. 
New technology and color selections work 
with all Alside siding profiles, creating 
virtually endless design options. 

And, when it comes to separating Pelican 
Bay One from real cedar – the distinction  
is in the performance. Pelican Bay One 
features durable polymer construction that 
won’t crack, warp, rot or split and never 
needs to be painted. You’ll have the natural 
beauty and appeal of genuine cedar but 
without the time-consuming maintenance.

These distinct qualities combined with  
the latest technology make Pelican Bay One 
an industry leader in design, appearance  
and performance.
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SEASON 4 
TECHNOLOGY  

Installation made easy no matter what 
season it is.

Shakes and scallops can be installed  
with confidence in almost any weather 
condition. A temperature chart on the 
nailing hem permits installers to match 
the current temperature to its comparable 
mark, allowing for ideal expansion and 
contraction in any season. 

EXTENDED 
LENGTH  

Extended panel length designed for a 
truly authentic wood look. 

Pelican Bay One’s longer panel design 
delivers a cleaner exterior appearance by 
reducing panel seams. In addition, the 
extended length panels reduce repeat 
patterns to recreate the distinctive beauty 
of a natural cedar installation.

SELF-ALIGNING  
NAIL SLOTS

Secure, precise installation made simple.

This right-sized aligning method precisely 
sizes and spaces each nail slot to provide 
accurate and secure installations every 
time. Unlike typical polypropylene panels 
that are center nailed, these patent-
pending self-aligning shakes and scallops 
ensure nails are properly positioned for 
optimal expansion and contraction in all 
weather conditions.

SELF-CONCEALING 
SEAM LOCK

For a flawless, classic look.                 

The Self-Concealing Seam Lock creates 
virtually no visible overlaps to detract 
from the overall appearance. The panel’s 
side locks feature the same cedar grain 
detail as the panel to achieve a uniform, 
seamless appearance with traditional 
handcrafted beauty. 

CONTINUOUS  
PANEL LOCK 

We’ve got the lock on a secure fit with this 
patent-pending design.

Integrated panel locking system secures 
panels tightly together for a strong, secure 
fit. This innovative patent-pending design 
combines outstanding strength and 
durability that results in a stable and 
consistent appearance.  

Where DESIGN and PERFORMANCE WORK TOGETHER
To Help You and the Environment.
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AN ECO-FRIENDLY CHOICE
The home that protects you can also help protect the environment. As a durable product with a long service 
life, vinyl siding reduces the depletion of wood and other precious natural resources commonly used in 
home construction. It's also friendlier to the environment than brick or stucco in terms of air pollution 
caused by production, fossil fuel consumption and global warming impact.1 And because vinyl siding 
never needs to be painted, it helps prevent paint, stain, caulk and other maintenance-related products 
from polluting the earth.

1USGBC LEED® for Homes Program Pilot Rating System, Page 114. BEES (Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability) Study.  January 2007.

Continuous Panel Lock

Season 4
Technology

Self-Aligning
Nail Seams

Self-Concealing Seam Lock 

GALE FORCE 5 
TECHNOLOGY

When the wind blows, Pelican Bay  
One doesn’t.

Pelican Bay One shakes and scallops  
are designed and manufactured to 
perform under extreme weather 
conditions. In independent lab tests,  
they remained secure in Category 5 
hurricane-velocity winds.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES DELIVER THE CLASSIC LOOK OF CEDAR WITHOUT THE 
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE AND EXPENSE.



PROFILES AND TEXTURES INFUSED WITH CHARACTER – PELICAN BAY ONE IS EVER STRONG, 
EVER STYLISH
There are no limits to what you can do when you imagine your perfect exterior design. From ornate and dramatic to muted and charming, 

customization is yours with Pelican Bay One Shakes and Scallops. Beautiful, practical, and made to last, this impressive collection features 

the distinctive beauty of natural-looking woodgrains without the time-consuming maintenance and costly upkeep.

TRADITIONAL SHAKE 
Handsomely crafted with a rough texture, this classic profile will 

give your home an added dimension of character and style. 

Pelican Bay One Traditional Shakes will appeal to your home’s 
structural sensibility and enhance the overall curb appeal at 
the same time. A single 7" exposure and authentic woodgrain 
reproduction, created with the use of multiple random molds, 
offer a distinguished and elegant profile that looks remarkably 
authentic. A longer length (6'8") combined with our new 
installation technology creates a beautiful, seamless appearance. 
Sharp woodgrain details add natural highlights and shading to 
form a timeless warmth and beauty for your home’s exterior. 

Pelican Bay One Shakes are ideal for coastal areas or other  
high-wind locations. In independent tests, they remained  
secure in winds equivalent to a Category 5 hurricane.

SCALLOP 
From elegant to rustic, the artistic symmetry of these superbly 

crafted scallops will embrace your every idea and inspiration. 

Create legendary appeal and provide an unexpected natural touch 
to your home with Pelican Bay One Scallops. Each polypropylene 
scallop has a uniform, roughsawn woodgrain texture designed to 
replicate the beauty of cedar half-rounds. Deep shadow lines define 
the siding contours for outstanding curb appeal. It’s durable, 
versatile, and backed by our industry-leading warranty so you 
know it’s here to stay and made to last.  

The single 6 1/4" exposure offers lock-up installation that secures 
each panel for a seamless appearance and accurate fit. The classic 
half-round cut with woodgrain finish is a perfect accent to your 
overall design choices.

EXQUISITE DETAIL, BEAUTIFUL COLORS and a LIFETIME of ENJOYMENT
You'll Find No Limitations Here.
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Traditional 7" shake features a remarkably authentic woodgrain texture. 

Pelican Bay One Scallops create the distinctive look and roughsawn feel of cedar  
half-rounds. 



The uniform style and woodgrain texture  
of our Cape Cod Shingles convey classic  
coastal charm. 

HAND-SPLIT SHAKE 
Calling to mind the time-honored craftsmanship of hand-cut shake, this faithful reproduction 

imparts a generous measure of character and charm.  

Whether you want to side your entire home or simply accent specific areas, Pelican Bay One  
Hand-Split Shakes are an excellent choice for adding visual interest to the exterior.  

The deeply grained and random texture of the architecturally correct 9" exposure elevates hand-split 
shake to a new level of design. The rough-cut bottom edge, custom craftsmanship and attention to  
detail gently mixes the beauty of genuine cedar shake with the low-maintenance benefits of polymer 
technology. The result is a siding that’s remarkably durable, yet warm and inviting.

CAPE COD SHINGLE 
The clean lines and basic fundamentals of our Cape Cod Shingles beautifully capture the 

welcoming, easy-care ambiance of the picturesque New England shoreline.  

You’ll fall in love with Pelican Bay One Cape Cod Shingles. The beauty is seen in the subtle 
details and how seamlessly it coordinates with your surroundings. You’ll find it to be an elegant, 
classic style that is also remarkably resistant to wind and moisture. 

Available in a traditional 5" double-course Cape Cod style cut, this masterfully crafted panel 
boasts a uniform woodgrain texture that recreates the subtle elegance of natural wood. 

CLEAN LINES and TIME-HONORED CRAFTSMANSHIP
Achieve Exquisite Detail You'll Appreciate From Every Angle.
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Vintage Wicker Tuscan ClayMonterey Sand Canyon ClayMaple

Glacier White

Juniper Ridge Adobe Cream

Platinum GrayAntique Parchment Cape Cod GrayNatural Linen Mystic Blue Coastal Sage

Fired Brick

Harbor Blue

Deep Espresso

Riviera Dusk

Canyon Drift

Midnight Blue

Rustic Timber

Storm

Mountain Fern Deep Moss

Sterling Gray Ageless Slate

Flagship Brown

Laguna Blue

Charcoal Smoke Cast Iron

NEW

COLOR AND DESIGN INSPIRATION
Imagine the rippling waters of an endless ocean, the sun setting beyond its waves, the sky alight with reds, oranges and yellows. Imagine  

those same colors shimmering off the water’s surface, warming your face. Is there anything quite so defining in life as color? 

That’s why we created the Artistic Color Collection. Sixteen deep, rich colors that, together with our Contemporary Color Collection, capture 
the spirit of the American dream and present it perhaps a little more vibrantly than ever before.

Nothing defines a home more than color. It’s the face it shows the world. If you’d like your home to have a change of expression, there’s no better 
way than with Pelican Bay One. You'll enjoy the traditional appeal of cedar shakes and scallops, complemented by exquisite accessories. 

CONTEMPORARY COLOR COLLECTION*

ARTISTIC COLOR COLLECTION*

THE ART OF THE MIX
There’s no need to settle for siding and trim that almost match. Alside’s ColorConnect® 
Color Matching System offers smart solutions for every design approach. ColorConnect 
standards have been painstakingly applied to select Alside products to ensure you are  
making tasteful color choices with enduring aesthetic value and the custom look you desire.

Whether it’s a rich color that draws your eye to an interesting architectural detail, or 
neutral hues applied to a historic home, the Alside ColorConnect Color Matching System 
helps you successfully match the color of your siding with other Alside exterior products 
and accessories. 

ELEVATE YOUR HOME to a HIGHER STANDARD of STYLE
With a Wide Variety of Exciting Color Possibilities.

10 11*Not available in all markets.  Some colors and profiles are special order.  Note: Colors are as accurate as printing techniques allow. Make final color selections using actual vinyl samples. See your Alside Sales Representative for details.
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Alside  3773 State Road  Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 44223
1-800-922-6009  www.alside.com Please recycle

Pertains to Pelican Bay One Polypropylene Siding  
Consult the VSI website at www.vinylsiding.org 

for a current list of certified products and colors.

EXTERIOR TRIM, ACCESSORIES AND ACCENTS
Add the perfect finishing touch to your Pelican Bay One siding with our beautiful  
collection of color-matched trim and accessories. Together, these exterior design  
elements will give your home a “pulled together” look that truly sets it apart.

The distinction is in the details. The color, trim and accents you select can have a 
dramatic effect on the appearance of your home. Classic lineals around the windows  
or doorway, extra detail on the corner posts, a crisp band of trim along the roofline – 
it’s the little things that give a home personality and style.

PEACE OF MIND
Pelican Bay One Shakes and Scallops manufactured by American  
Original Building Products, LLC. (AOBP) are backed by a Lifetime  
Limited Warranty.† Please direct all claim questions to AOBP at  
330.786.3000. See your representative for a copy of the warranty.

With Pelican Bay One you get more than our assurance of quality;  
the shakes and scallops meet or exceed numerous ASTM standards.

— U L T R A - P R E M I U M  S H A K E  A N D  S C A L L O P  S I D I N G —

The ALSIDE EXTERIOR DESIGN SYSTEM
Coordinated Easy-Care Products

HOME VISUALIZER
See the finished look before the work begins! 
Our Alside siding visualizer lets you create 
multiple exterior designs with just the click of 
a mouse. Simply select a house style – or submit 
a photo of your own  
home – and choose siding  
profiles, accents, soffit and 
trim, along with color  
options for doors, roofing,  
shutters and more. Visit  
www.alside.com/color-design  
to get started today.




